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"DANTE GABRIEL RoSSETTI" by ERNEST RADFORD; in the Newnes' Art 
Library. New York, Frederick Warne & Co. $I.25. 

The successive numbers of this series of art books are becoming more 
and more interesting, and each new volume is welcomed with delight. 
The usual essay preceding the volume on Rossetti is by Ernest Radford, 
who deplores the superabundance rather than the paucity of the material 
confronting him-and in consequence takes knowledge about the famous 
Pre-Raphaelite too much for granted. Still the author throws a good 
deal of light on the character and habits of ihe artist. Several of the 
three score reproductions found in this volume are commented upon in 
the essay-in fact so interestingly that it is to be regretted that all these 

plates were not treated thus. The selection of the paintings reproduced 
is excellent; the whole range of the artist's work is shown from his earliest 
to his latest. Mention of the places where these paintings are at present, 
is unfortunately omitted. 

"PUVIS DE CHAVANNES" by ARS'ENE ALEXANDRE; in the Newnes' Art 
Library. New York, Frederick Warne & Co. $I.25. 

The keen, analytical critic Arsene Alexandre furnishes the opening 
essay to this volume on Puvis de Chavannes. It is an article of great 
literary merit-a thorough "appreciation" of the artist. The illustrations 
of the most famous easel pictures and mural decorations of the master 
are well selected, the place where the originals are found being mentioned 
whenever possible. This is one of the best volumes of the series. 

* * * 

"ART STUDIES OF MALE AND FEMALE FIGURES FROM -LIFE, ALSO. WILD 
ANIMALS," for the use of Artists, Sculptors, Modellers and Painters; 
selected by eminent Artists in Europe. Boston, Geo. H. Polley & Co., 
$20. 

This volume contains reproductions of photographs from life. There 
are 67 female and 20 male figures displayed in various art poses, which 

may be helpful to students of drawing. The plates with wild animals, of 
which there are 34, are by far the most interesting part of this folio volume. 

"AMERICAN ART ANNUAL FOR I905-I906. ' Edited by FLORENCE N. 
LEVY. New York, American Art Annual. $5. 

The usefulness of this work of reference is constantly increasing. It 
contains a full directory of Artists, Sculptors and illustrators, lists of sales 
of I903-I905, and reports of Art Societies and Schools. The other 
features include lists of books on art published, of art periodicals, of the 
recent deaths of artists, scholarships and prizes awarded, exhibitions, new 

monuments dedicated, the condensed reports of art museums, a summary 
of the official report of the fine arts department of the Louisiana Purchase 
Exposition, etc. There are twenty illustrations, for the most part re 
productions of prize pictures by American painters and of recent mural 
decorations. 

The compilation of this volume must have been a gigantic task-the 
result demonstrates, the Editor's wonderful faculty for indexing. It is 
a most helpful book. 
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NVational Academy Exhibition. 

The following curious note is found in The Pennsylvania Magazine of 
History and Biography for October, 19o5: 

GEORGE RUTTER AND THE HAMILTON FAMILY PORTRAITS.-In The 

Pennsylvania Magazine of History antd Biography for July, I905, on page 

264, occurs the following sad story in connection with the portraits of one 
of our early and prominent families-the HAMILTONS: 

"When you go to Rutters mention that there are near a dozen old 

pictures (portraits) the canvas of which is as good as new. They are 

all on good stretching, frames & would be excellent (by covering them 
with a coat of white lead) for painting on. Possibly he may not know 

it but it is a well known f act in England that to a painter old paintings, 

provided the canvas is in tolerable order, are as precious for painting on 

as an old madeira cask is to a wine connoisseur. They will be in our way 
when the Lumber R. comes to be cleaned out on my return. 

This story willI be found in a letter from William Hamilton', of the 

Woodlands, to his private secretary, dated "Chester 7th November I792." 
It is as important as it is beyond belief, for it confirms in part, at least, and 
in the most serious part, a statement made by Dunlap (Hlist. of the Arts 

of Design, Vol. -1, P. 442) at the cl-ose of his notice of Wertmuller, "It is 
said that William Hamilton, of the Woodlands employed him to copy 
the old family pictures and then destroy the originals." I have Wert 

mhuller's autograp~h register of his paintings' dow'n to i80'2, in which no 

portraits appear painted for William Hamilfon; and a's Wertmuller did not 
come to this country until I794, he could not have copied "the doz'en old 
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pictures (portraits)" that " will be in our way when the Lumber R. comes 
to be cleaned out," in the fall of I792. Does it not pass belief that a 

man of the position of William Hamilton, grandson of the great Andrew 

Hamilton, who defended the printer Zenger, could treat his family por 
traits in such a manner. Perhaps they were not of the first order of 
artistic merit, and Hamilton posed for an art connoisseur, but they were 
doubtless the portraits of different members of his family, apart from 
which if painted by local artists of their day would have been of in 
estimable value and interest in our day. A partial confirmation of Dun 
lap's story, as to Wertmuller, is found in the portrait of Andrew Hamilton 
in the Society's collection, as stated in the "Catalogue" I872, P. 47: "I63. 

Andrew Hamilton. 25 x 30. Original, artist unknown, destroyed. A 
copy had been made previously by Wertmuller [i8o8] which at last 
came into the possession of Mr. Henry Becket, who permitted [I852] 

Mr. William Cogswell to make this copy." 
George Rutter was a sign and ornamental painter of more than ordinary 

ability in his line. He painted a portrait of Doctor Franklin as a sign for 
Brook's tavern, near Douglassville, Pa., which John Penn mentions in 
his diary, April 7, I788: "Left the tavern at half past seven o'clock, 
after admiring a strong likeness of Dr. Franklin, drawn by one Rutter, 
a limner I employ in Philadelphia." Vide the writer's "Life Portraits of 
Benjamin Franklin" in McClure's Magazine for January, I897. 

CHARLES HENRY HART. 

PARIS, January Io. 
An unknown phase of Puvis de Chavannes's career is being revealed by the publi 

cation of an album of his caricatures, to which Mlle. Marcelle Adam has contributed 
a preface. The great artist was, it seems, an inveterate caricaturist, but only for 
his own private amusement and that of his intimate friends. He attached no 
importance to these trifles, of which Madame Philippe Gille, widow of the well 
known writer, possesses a large collection, and it is from this source that the album 
in question is derived. The caricatures cover a very wide field of imagination, but 
the artist possessed the unique merit of never caricaturing his friends. 

The now famous "Pieta' of Villeneuve-lez-Avignon, which figured at the Expo 
sition des Primitifs Franqais in I904, has recently been hung in the Louvre. where 
it is to remain. It was attributed in the catalogue to Nicolas Froment d'Uzes, who 
also painted the "Buisson Ardent," which was borrowed for the same exhibition 
from the cathedral of Aix-en-Provence, and the date was approximately fixed at 
I470. M. Henri Bouchot has lately made an interesting discovery on the frame of 
the "Pieta," the name of the donor, "Honorat Raousset," of whose family there 
are still representatives. 

The want of space at the Luxembourg Museum has for some years prevented the 
whole of its pictures being hung at the same time, and the question of the trans 
ference of the contents to some other quarter is being discussed by the fine-art 
authorities. The expulsion of the "congregations" has resulted in the Seminaire 
of St. Sulpice becoming vacant, and it is possible that this place will be converted 
into a municipal museum, with the Luxembourg pictures as a nucleus. But the 
building will have to undergo very considerable alterations before it can be adapted 
to the requirements of a picture gallery. 

LONDON, January II. 
As usual, "The Old Masters at Burlington House" is the great artistic event of 

the year, and if the present show contains but few pieces that have already been 
accepted among the masterpieces of English private collections, its interest is all 
the greater from the unexpected novelty of the works which have been brought to 
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